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ABSTRACT
As an envisaged future of transportation, self-driving cars are being discussed from various perspectives, including social, economical, engineering, computer science, design, and ethical aspects. On the one hand, self-driving cars present new engineering problems that are being gradually successfully solved. On the other hand, social and ethical problems have up to now being presented in the form of an idealized unsolvable decision-making problem, the so-called “trolley problem”, which is built on the assumptions that are neither technically nor ethically justifiable. The intrinsic unfairness of the trolley problem comes from the assumption that lives of different people have different values.

In this paper, techno-social arguments are used to show the infeasibility of the trolley problem when addressing the ethics of self-driving cars. We argue that different components can contribute to an “unfair” behaviour and features, which requires ethical analysis on multiple levels and stages of the development process. Instead of an idealized and intrinsically unfair thought experiment, we present real-life techno-social challenges relevant for the domain of software fairness in the context of self-driving cars.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Increasingly, prototypical self-driving vehicles are participating in public traffic [46, 56, 62] and are planned to be sold starting in 2020 [51, 55]. Public awareness and media coverage contribute to a manifold of discussions about self-driving vehicles. This is currently amplified through recent accidents with autonomous vehicles [15, 53].

Software is playing a key role in modern vehicles and in self-driving vehicles. Software in cars is growing by a factor of 10 every 5 to 7 years, and in some sense car manufacturers are becoming software companies. These novelties ask for a change on how the software is engineered and produced and for a disruptive renovation of the electrical and software architecture of the car, as testified by the effort of Volvo Cars [45].

Moreover, self-driving vehicles will be connected with other vehicles, with the manufacturer cloud for software upgrades, with Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), Smart Cities, and Internet of Things (IoT). Self-driving vehicles will combine data from inside the vehicle with external data coming from the environment (other vehicles, the road, signs, and the cloud). In such a scenario, different applications will be possible: smart traffic control, better platooning coordination, and enhanced safety in general. However, the basic assumption is that future self-driving connected cars must be socially sustainable. Until now, ethical aspects of self-driving cars have been addressed in form of a thought experiment, so called “trolley problem” described in [20] and [63], and discussed in number of articles in IEEE [4, 6, 26], ACM [21, 34, 37], Scientific American [12, 30, 35], Science [8, 29], other high-profile journals [10, 25, 27], conference workshops [5, 48] and various other sources [1, 3, 40, 50]. Here is the general scenario being discussed:

A self-driving vehicle drives on a street with a high speed. In front of the vehicle a group of people suddenly blocks the street. The vehicle is too fast to stop before it reaches the group. If the vehicle does not react immediately, the whole group will be killed. The car could however evade the group by entering the pedestrian way and consequently kill a previously not involved pedestrian. The following variations have been proposed: (A) Replacing the pedestrian with a concrete wall, which in consequence will kill the passenger of the self-driving car; (B) Varying the personas of people in the group, the single pedestrian or the passenger. The use of personas allows including an emotional perspective [7], e.g., stating that the single pedestrian is a child, a relative, a very old or a very sick human, or a brutal dictator, who killed thousands of people, etc.

Even though the scenarios are similar, the responses of humans, when asked how they would decide, differ [8]. The problem is that the question asked has limited number of possible answers, which are all ethically questionable and perceived as bad or wrong. Therefore, a typical approach to this problem is to analyze the scenarios by following ethical theories, such as utilitarianism, other forms of consequentialism or deontological ethics [36]. For example, utilitarianism would aim to minimize casualties, even if it means to kill the passenger, by following the principle: the moral action is the
one that maximizes utility (or in this case minimizes the damage). Depending on the ethics framework, different arguments can be used to justify the decision.

Applying ethical theories to analyze a given dilemma and possible answers can presently only be done by humans. How would self-driving cars solve such dilemmas? There are numerous publications that suggest to implement moral principles into algorithms of self-driving cars [13, 14, 26]. We find that this does not solve the problem, but it reassures that the solution is calculated based on a given set of rules or other mechanisms, translating the problem to engineering, where it is implemented.

It is worth to notice that the real-world engineering problem is substantially different from the hypothetical trolley problem. While an ethical dilemma is an idealized constructed state that has no good solution, an engineering problem is always by construction such that it can differentiate between better and worse solutions. A decision making process that has to be implemented in a self-driving car can be summarized as follows. It starts with an awareness of the environment: Detecting obstacles, such as a group of humans, animals or buildings, and also the current context/situation of the car using external systems (GPS, maps, street signs, etc.) or locally available information (speed, direction, etc.). Various sensors have to be used to collect all required information. Gaining detailed information about obstacles would be a necessary step before a decision can be made that maximizes utility and/or minimizes damage. A computer program calculates solutions and chooses the solution with the optimal outcome. The self-driving car executes the calculated action and the process repeats.

The process itself can be used to identify concrete ethical challenges within the decision making by considering the current state of the art of technology and its development. In a concrete car both the parts of this complex system and the way in which it is created have a critical impact on the decision-making. This includes for instance the quality of sensors, code, and testing. We also see ethical challenges in design decisions, such as whether a certain technology is used because of its lower price, even though the quality of information for the decision making would be substantially increased if more expensive technology (such as sensors) would be used.

Besides the self-driving vehicle itself, it is also important to address yet another complex system: self-driving vehicles participating in public traffic among cars with human drivers. It also has to be taken into account that self-driving cars are highly connected with the infrastructure and with other self-driving cars. Therefore, it is important to investigate how self-driving vehicles are actually built, how ethical challenges are addressed in their design, production, and use and how certain decisions are justified. Discussing this before self-driving vehicles are officially introduced into the market, allows taking part in the setting and definition of ethical ground rules. McBride states that “Issues concerning safety, ethical decision making and the setting of boundaries cannot be addressed without transparency” [37]. We think that transparency is necessary but not sufficient, and it is important to start further investigations and discussions.

Identifying relevant ethical challenges that should currently be addressed is an important step before ethical aspects of self-driving cars can actually be meaningfully introduced from the point of view of societal and individual stakeholders including designers and producers [32]. It is important to focus not on abstract thought experiments but on concrete conditions that influence the behavior and properties of self-driving cars as being developed through different stages lading to deployment and inclusion in traffic. In this process evaluating software in terms of fairness can play a crucial role in the iterative development and deployment of self-driving cars.

The paper is structured as follows. A problem statement is described in 3. A short introduction to self-driving cars and their current state of the art is provided in Section 4, with the emphasis on the description of the decision making principles given in Section 4.1 and the role of software in Section 4.2. We explain the intrinsic unfairness introduced by the trolley problem discussion in 5 and point towards challenges for software fairness in 6. Conclusions and final remarks are presented together with recommendations in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK
Most related works are disregarding the details on what sensors, components, and algorithms can actually do. It is an assumption, a speculative idea that self-driving cars will have access to private, medical, financial, and other records of every human on earth and that everyone can everywhere be tracked, recognized and valued.

Investigating scenarios based on the trolley problem by using surveys and experiments in various forms is probably interesting for the field of human behaviour and psychology. To determine whom people choose to kill will provide a deep insight into the human mind.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
However, the trolley-problem leads into the wrong direction. The research around self-driving vehicles should focus not on whom to kill, but on how not to kill at all, i.e. crash/incident avoidance. Researching solutions for the decision making based on ethical research, such as disregarding that all humans are equal, can only lead to bad, maybe even unethical, solutions. E.g., a differentiation based on age, social status, and other data is, at least in Germany, not allowed [18].

Solving technical problems towards self-driving cars that are safe, fair, ethically justified and integrated into our everyday life is the overall aim. It is important to discuss the current state of the art and to point out challenges for software fairness for current and future development of self-driving cars.

4 SELF-DRIVING CARS BASICS
The term "autonomous" could be ambiguous to some readers. It can be used to describe certain autonomous features or functions, such as advanced driver assistance systems, that for instance assist the driver in keeping the lane or adjust to the speed of vehicles ahead. Those systems are designed to assist, but the driver is always responsible and has to intervene if critical situation occur.

We use the term "self-driving" cars to avoid wrong interpretations of the terms "fully autonomous" or "driverless". Self-driving cars refer to cars that may operate self-driving without human help.
or even without a presence of human being. This means that the unoccupied car can drive from place A to B to pick up someone. This is the highest level of autonomy for cars and corresponds to the last level of five, as defined by the Society of Automotive Engineers [49] and United States National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), who, since September 2016, adopted SAE’s classification with level 0 (no automation), level 1 (driver assistance), level 2 (partial automation), level 3 (conditional automation), level 4 (high automation), and level 5 (full automation) [41, p.9].

A concrete example is the self-driving Waymo car [60], former known as the Google car [28], a fully autonomous and self-driving vehicle.

4.1 Decision Making in Self-Driving Cars

Developing self-driving cars that act without a driver means to replace a human, who today is performing the complex tasks of driving, with a computer system executing the same tasks. Figure 1 shows both variants and allows a comparison.

There is an important difference in the feedback loop. While humans continuously learn, for example from their mistakes or misbehaviour, automotive software might be confined to slow updates. Approaches with self-adaptive software, such as machine learning approaches, which learns and reacts immediately, aim to overcome this constraint. Extraordinary road signs for example, which are new to the self-driving car’s software, present a risk as they can pass unnoticed/uninterpreted, while they could be understood by a human through context/interpretation. Also unexpected and dangerous situations, like an attack or threat near or even against the vehicle might not be correctly interpreted by a self-driving car compared to a human.

Depending on the technology and the amount of sensors, the type and quality of information that is gathered differs. This extremely complex process might be difficult to imagine and in order to give an idea of what self-driving cars “see” we refer to the visualization shown in [58] presented by Waymo [59]. It is based on the data gathered by multiple sensors installed in the self-driving car, including a laser radar (LIDAR) mounted on the top of the vehicle. Algorithms detect patterns in the data and calculate positions and sizes of objects, which then can be used by other components for decision making.

4.2 Complexity of Decision Making and the Role of Software

The amount and type of sensors used to detect objects around the vehicle and its surrounding environment differs among car manufacturers as well as in research [16, 23, 61]. The diagram in Figure 2 gives an abstract overview by categorizing different types of sensors mentioned in literature. This allows discussing the types of information used and how they relate to each other.

Most of the functionality in the automotive domain is based on software [9]. Software is written by software engineers and at least for important components extensively tested to ensure their correct functioning. In self-driving cars software relies on different disciplines, such as computer vision, machine learning, and parallel computing, but also on various external services. It is a complex process to calculate a decision, and it is also difficult to test those against all possible real world scenarios [57].

One of the problems is that all calculations are based on an abstraction of the real world. This abstraction is an approximate representation of a real world situation and thus the decision making will create decisions for an imperfect world. This is a twofold problem, because the more information is available the better the decisions might be, but at the same time more interpretation and filtering might have to be used to get the data that actually is useful for the decision making.

Engineers have to decide what kind of data to use, how reliable or trustworthy the data is and how to balance the different sources of information in their algorithms. Also different sensors have their specific limitations and to overcome those, a combination of multiple sensors might be used. The overall problem is usually referred to as sensor fusion [31]. This problem is acerbated in the case of connected vehicles since data will come not only from the sensors of the car, but also from other vehicles, street infrastructure, etc. In this case other factors should be taken into account since it is not possible to have a perfect knowledge about the devices that are used to sense information and about their status.

Imagine heavy weather conditions, the navigation reports a street ahead, the radar is reporting a clear street, but the visual...
camera reports an obstacle straight ahead. How will this "equation" be solved and what will be the result? The wrong decision might lead to an accident, when important information of some sensors is disregarded and other sensors do not detect the obstacle or hazard in front of the vehicle [53]. Car manufacturers are constantly improving and testing the recognition capabilities of their systems [54]. It is a multi-factor optimization task, which aims to find an optimal solution under consideration of costs, quality, and potential risk factors.

As a measure of reliability, some manufacturers are thinking to count miles covered without any accident, however this might be infeasible since a vehicle should cover around 11 billion of miles to demonstrate with 95% of confidence and 80% power that autonomous vehicle failure rate is lower than the human driver failure rate [33]. Moreover, this calculation only holds if the software within the car does not change over time. Nowadays, manufacturers are increasingly interested in continuous integration and deployment techniques that promise to update the software even after the vehicle has been sold and is on the street, like a common smartphone. However, every change of code might require restarting the miles counter.

5 INTRINSIC UNFAIRNESS OF THE TROLLEY PROBLEM

Discussions of the trolley problem in the context of self-driving cars include the assumption that self-driving car can make a decision that will lead to a specific outcome, such as that someone will survive or will be killed. In the simplest case, a comparison between a different number of people is assumed, as for example in [8, 19, 52].

Further scenarios consider differentiating based on an individuals age, profession, gender or social rank [1, 8]. This has already been declared to be unethical by the German ethics commission for autonomous driving, which defined that all human lives are equal worth [18]. Therefore, the decision making in cars is not allowed to consider attributes that go into personal details. If it were to be allowed, a privacy and data protection problem would be the next challenge. A car would require access to all humans personal data, including medical records, police records, and so on. This would be an implementation of George Orwell’s dystopian novel "Nineteen Eighty-Four" [44] in the context of self-driving cars. Considering approaches based on MIT’s moral machine [1] that require personal data as input is therefore misleading.

Current sensor technologies can detect obstacles of different sizes and types depending on technology and distance to the object. This means the quality of detecting objects differs, and labeling a certain non-moving object as a human or a display dummy is difficult. Also, sensor "measurements aren’t always detailed enough to distinguish one object from another" [38]. Therefore, it might not distinguish two groups of people based on the actual number of people but based on the volume of space that is occupied by them. Also, sensors are currently not able to count the number of passengers inside another car, which requires the other cars to report the number of people inside the car to all surrounding cars for instance via Vehicle2X (V2X). The same problem exists for buildings or areas that sensors might not be able to cover correctly, such as coffee places inside the city that are surrounded by windshields made of wood or glass. Having a mixed environment of self-driving cars and cars or locations with or without technologies like V2X is another problem. When sensor technology and/or infrastructure is not as advanced or does not exist, the decision making cannot consider it.

After objects/obstacles have been detected, the self-driving car can determine the free, i.e. unoccupied, space around the car, which can be used to calculate emergency maneuvers [43]. Furthermore, it can be used to determine the current maximum speed of the car that would still allow the car to safely stop in the free area in case of an emergency [43].

The relevant trolley problem scenario in the context of the state of the art technology is thus more likely to be: hitting an obstacle that is correctly identified versus hitting another object that is unknown or incorrectly identified. It is unrealistic to assume that the self-driving car will have information about whether a human dies or not in a critical situation.

Taking the trolley problem as a basis for discussions of the ethics related to self-driving cars is neglecting the way technology works and simultaneously obfuscating greater ethical challenges, which should be considered if ethical values such as fairness are taken into account, as we describe in more detail in [32].

6 CHALLENGES FOR SOFTWARE FAIRNESS

Self-driving cars will be integrated incrementally. People will adapt to self-driving cars and self-driving cars have to be adapted to people. It is an iterative process where lawmakers, car manufacturers, and society play a crucial role in finding the correct behavioural rules for self-driving cars. In this process, it will be important to continuously evaluate self-driving cars. Therefore, we point out a set of motivational challenges in the following sections that might be especially interesting in regard to software fairness.

6.1 Sensors

Sensor data is analyzed by algorithms. Recognition can be based on neural networks, i.e. machine learning, using recorded data from real vehicles or simulated environments to train the behaviour of the car [23, 61]. “By analyzing photos of pedestrians, for example, a neural network can learn to identify a pedestrian” [39].

When neural networks are trained by analyzing photos of pedestrians, are those photos subject to fairness? Can the set of photos be biased? Maybe because of the region the photos were taken in, by the type of clothes people wear, or by peoples behaviour/postures, e.g., in the USA compared to Saudi Arabia. If the set of photos is representative of one region, does it mean that people from outside the region become less likely to be detected correctly?

6.2 External Positioning Systems

Connected or interconnected systems, that report the position of obstacles to the car, are likely to become introduced. In Germany, there is already a project called "Schutzranzen" ("protective backpack") [11] that uses active transponders in backpacks to send position data to a cloud which distributes the data to nearby cars. Car drivers can use an App to be warned if pupils with protective
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Let's take this example to a large scale and assume that all existing mobile devices become active transponders interconnected with self-driving cars. Can the position data be considered as an input for the decision making of self-driving cars? If yes, some phones might have better GPS, positioning sensors or a faster internet connection. Is that contrary to the principle that "all humans are equally worth"? What about people who don’t have a mobile phone with them, or more likely have an empty battery?

6.3 External Services

External services providing up-to-date information to self-driving cars, such as map data, position, traffic information and so on can also be subject of concern when it comes to fairness. Can external services change the behaviour of the car in some way? E.g., would it be possible for a map service to redirect or guide the car through a certain region that has more shops or advertisements than other regions? In the context of smart cities, i.e. green cities, the car might also be redirected due to traffic control systems that try to optimize the traffic flow throughout the city. How much control will the passenger of the self-driving car have, and how can we test whether the route of the car is biased in some way?

7 DISCUSSION

Environments and people change over time and with the introduction of self-driving cars, we will surely see people adapting to them. Therefore the introduction of self-driving cars becomes an iterative process that requires to constantly evaluate the quality of decision making both in the supporting socio-technical system and in the self-driving cars.

In a car, every component can introduce problems in terms of software fairness and therefore lead to an unfair behaviour. The overall complexity of self-driving cars being a system of systems that is highly interconnected will provide great challenges to test and to establish fairness. Therefore, it will be important for self-driving car manufacturers to test their software in regard to fairness and discrimination. This means to test on component level, on system level and also on system of systems level. Transparency will be necessary to allow external researchers and lawmakers to test self-driving cars and related services, which is an issue regarding intellectual property right from the point of view of the car, component or service manufacturer. Standards will have to incrementally adapt to the development and integration progress, learning from experiences and taking the current state of technology and society into consideration. Including tools that allow automatic discrimination tests, like Themis [22] that generates efficient test suites to measure discrimination, into the software development cycle is therefore a logical and promising improvement in software engineering. It is also a possibility to continuously check on neural networks and similar machine learning techniques, to make sure that their output is not biased when it is not supposed to be.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

Self-driving vehicles have been recognized as the future of transport systems and will be successively introduced into the transport systems globally [2, 42, 47]. It is now the right time to start an investigation into the manifold of ethical challenges surrounding self-driving and connected vehicles [18]. As this new technology is being tested and gradually allowed on the roads under controlled conditions, the focus should be on the practical technological solutions and their social consequences, rather than on idealized unsolvable problems such as the much discussed trolley problem. The conclusion from idealized problem discussions is that it has no general solution under all circumstances. Moreover, we pointed out in this article that trolley problem is constructed under wrong assumptions. They include both belief in perfect predictability of complex systems involving vehicles and humans, and expectation that cars can and should make a difference between different people.

It is the right time to discuss the relationship between what is technically possible and what is ethically justifiable for self-driving cars. Even if this might limit the possibilities, it will set the necessary ground for further developments.
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